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Abstract
Between 2010 and 2015, EU governments negotiated consecutive reforms to the governance
of the eurozone which, taken together, represent perhaps the most significant deepening of
European integration in modern times. What factors determined the outcome of these
negotiations? Did some countries exert greater influence on the agreed reforms than others?
We provide the first systematic assessment of the bargaining success of different countries in
the reform of the eurozone. We evaluate the explanatory power of three potential sources of
bargaining success – power, preferences, and coalitions – based on statistical analysis of new
and unique data on the positions of all EU member states on all key reform proposals. Our
findings are three-fold. First, contrary to the conventional narrative, the negotiations produced
no clear winners and losers. Second, states’ power resources were of limited importance for
bargaining success. Third, the negotiations involved a considerable amount of compromise
and reciprocity, with member states trading gains and concessions within and across issues.
The conclusions carry general importance for our understanding of bargaining power in EU
policy-making.
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While observers disagree profoundly on the appropriateness of the EU’s response to the euro
crisis, they tend to agree on one thing: the euro crisis ended any speculation on who is most
powerful in Europe. From the first discussions on bailouts in 2010 to negotiations of
successive eurozone reforms and never-ending talks on Greece’s macroeconomic adjustment,
Germany has been seen to prevail. This conventional narrative pervades both popular and
academic analyses. Der Spiegel establishes that “[t]he economically powerful Germany got its
way” (23 March 2015), while Financial Times concludes that “[t]he financial crisis has given
it a dominant voice in eurozone affairs” (19 May 2016), and The Guardian conveys a
consensus that “Europe has become a Germany colony” (5 February 2015). Recent
scholarship on the euro crisis shares this assessment. “As soon as the sovereign debt crisis
began, it was widely understood that Germany’s response would dictate its ultimate
resolution,” according to Bernhard and Leblang (2016, p. 907). Brunnenmeier et al. trace the
implications and conclude: “The euro crisis has led to…a seismic shift of power within
Europe” (2016, p. 2).
In this paper, we offer the first systematic analysis of bargaining success in the reform
of the eurozone. Does the conventional wisdom of German dominance hold up to the
empirical evidence, or is the pattern of bargaining success in this central period of European
integration more multi-facetted than expected? The conclusions from this case carry general
importance for our understanding of bargaining power in EU policy-making. Existing
research features a number of attempts to explain the bargaining success of member states in
the EU’s intergovernmental institutions (Bailer 2004; Selck and Kaeding 2004; Selck and
Kuipers 2005; Tallberg 2008; Arregui and Thomson 2009; Aksoy 2010; Thomson 2011;
Golub 2012). However, this literature confronts two limitations that constitute important
rationales for this paper. First, the findings fail to congeal into consistent support for any of
several plausible models (Golub 2012). The jury is still out on the foremost determinants of
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bargaining success in the EU. Second, the findings are based on dated material, as most use
data collected in the period before and after the 2004 enlargement of the EU for the Decisionmaking in the European Union (DEU) project. Clearly, the EU has changed profoundly over
the past 15-20 years through enlargement and deepening of cooperation. Hence, the paper’s
focus on the euro crisis allows us to take a fresh look at the determinants of bargaining
success in present-day EU.
Empirically, we map and explain the relative bargaining success of member states on
the most fundamental proposals for eurozone reform during the period 2010-2015. These
include the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF), European Stability Mechanism
(ESM), reform of the Stability and Growth Pact (Six-Pack and Two-Pack), Fiscal Compact,
and legislation establishing the Banking Union (Single Supervisory Mechanism and Single
Resolution Mechanism). Drawing on collective data-gathering within the EMU Choices
project, we have systematically identified the positions of all member states on the central
contested dimensions of all reform proposals. We estimate bargaining success through spatial
analysis, calculating the distance between member states’ positions at the beginning of the
negotiations and the final outcome (Bailer 2004).
Theoretically, we identify and evaluate three broad sources of bargaining success. First,
we consider the extent to which states’ power resources have mattered for outcomes,
assessing the impact of structural power, institutional positions, network capital, and
advantages from domestic political constraints. Second, we consider the nature of state
preferences, evaluating the implications of having more or less extreme and intense (salient)
preferences. Third, we assess the extent to which coalitions with other member states or the
EU’s supranational institutions have effects on a state’s bargaining success.
Our central findings are three-fold. First, contrary to the conventional wisdom, there
were no clear winners or losers over the full course of the eurozone reforms. The average
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bargaining success of member states is surprisingly evenly distributed, and there is little
support for the popular narrative of Germany dictating the resolution to the eurozone crisis. If
anything, the results suggest the opposite. Second, while power resources were of limited
importance for bargaining success, preferences and coalitions partly mattered. Member states
with more centrist and less intense preferences were more successful in achieving their
preferred outcome. Likewise, sharing a coalition with the Commission positively influenced a
state’s bargaining success. Third, the general pattern of bargaining success in the reform of
the eurozone reflected dynamics of compromise and reciprocity, where gains and concessions
seem to be traded both within and across issues. On the one hand, states entered into
compromise agreements on individual issues, following a concession-convergence dynamic.
On the other hand, states traded gains and losses across issues within the same reform
package. In the conclusion, we outline the broader implications of these findings for the
understanding of eurozone reform, bargaining success, and the political system of the EU.

Explaining Bargaining Success in the EU

The past two decades have witnessed the rise of a growing literature on bargaining success in
the EU. While the question of who decides in European cooperation long has been an issue of
popular interest, systematic scientific analysis of bargaining success has been the exception.
This growing literature draws inspiration from theories of bargaining and negotiation in both
Comparative Politics and International Relations. Methodologically, the literature features
both qualitative and quantitative contributions. While qualitative studies typically have sought
to establish the bargaining success of a particular member state or institution through processtracing and comparative case analysis (e.g., Moravcsik 1998; Tallberg 2006), most
quantitative studies offer analyses based on the unique data on negotiation positions and
4

outcomes gathered within the “Decision-making in the European Union” (DEU I and DEU II)
projects (Thomson et al. 2006; Thomson et al. 2012). Yet, to date, existing research has failed
to produce a clear understanding of the determinants of bargaining success in the EU, as well
as the winners and losers in EU policy-making (Golub 2012).
In this paper, we draw on bargaining theory to develop and test hypotheses about three
sources of negotiation success, privileging power resources, actor preferences, and coalition
dynamics, respectively. While analytically distinct, the three sets of sources may very well be
complementary, in so far as bargaining success is best explained by a combination of factors.
In the following, we briefly explain the general logic of each source of bargaining success,
identify more specific variants and measures, and discuss support for these explanations in
previous research.

Power
The first and most obvious potential explanation of bargaining success are a state’s power
resources. Power resources come in multiple forms, from structural power to voting strength,
institutional positions, and domestic political advantages. The general expectation is that
bargaining outcomes will reflect the interests of the most powerful states.
To begin with, this perspective suggests that states of greater structural power will
prevail, since they can use their superior resources to coax and cajole weaker parties to
submission through threats and promises (Hampson with Hardt 1995, pp. 8-11; Hopmann
1996, pp. 99-111; Drezner 2007). This expectation is based on the realist and neorealist
consideration that states which possess structural power determine outcomes (Waltz 1979)
and that they suffer less from countermeasures in cases of retaliation of competing member
states. Based on the thought that necessarily not only military but particularly economic
dependencies matter, the neoliberal institutionalist approach added economic dependency as
5

the more relevant structural power (Keohane and Nye 1989). Thus, GDP or trade dependence
of states are a suitable operationalization of the idea of structural power. However, the
expectation that economically more powerful states win in negotiations so far has not been
confirmed for the EU (Bailer 2004, Arregui and Thomson 2009, Arregui 2016).
Voting power in bargaining situations is another potential power resource. In situations
of majority voting, a state with a larger number of votes has better chances of turning a losing
coalition into a winning one (Shapley and Shubik 1954) or a losing coalition into a winning
one (Banzhaf 1965). Hence, voting power is a frequently used variable which is expected to
influence individual bargaining success. Again, the results in existing EU research are
inconclusive. No quantitative study finds a positive influence of voting power on the
negotiation results (Bailer 2004, Arregui and Thomson 2009, Arregui 2016). If there are
effects which are significant according to conventional standards, they rather show that states
with little voting power seem to gain in Council of Minister negotiations (Bailer 2004,
Arregui 2016). One explanation for this inconclusive finding could be that informal practices
of unanimous decision-making still prevails in the Council in spite of formal possibilities to
use qualified majority voting (Heisenberg 2005).
The chairmanship of negotiation bodies may constitute an institutional power position
that enables states in control of this office to shape the outcomes (Odell 2009; Tallberg 2010).
In the EU, this institutional power position alternates between governments due to the rotating
nature of the EU presidency. For the six months a government serves as president of the EU,
it determines the agenda of negotiations and is responsible for finding compromise solutions.
Member states cling to this possibility to preside over Council negotiations in spite of the
burden of work, time and personnel. Scholars disagree on the extent to which the EU
presidency actually is a source of power and can be translated into bargaining success. While
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some studies identify a positive effect on bargaining success (Tallberg (2003, 2006), other
studies fail to confirm this finding (Arregui and Thomson 2009).
Yet another power resource for state representatives is the capital they have managed to
build among fellow negotiators, owing to skill and experience (Young 1991; Tallberg 2006;
Naurin 2007). While qualitative studies and negotiation anecdotes suggest that these types of
resources matter for the process and outcomes of negotiations, quantitative studies have had a
harder time confirming these claims, partly related to the difficulty of measuring these
qualities. While Bailer (2004) and Weiler (2012) found no effect for their measures of skills
and strategies as measured through interviews, Arregui and Thomson (2009) demonstrate that
network capital (Naurin 2007) improves bargaining success. Network capital refers to the
intensity of chief negotiators’ working relations, and is assumed to be positively associated
with knowledge of policies, preferences, and procedures, paving the way for greater influence
over outcomes.
A final type of power resource, often neglected in the EU literature, stems from the
domestic situation at home. The frequently cited “paradox of weakness” (Schelling 1960) and
the more popularized metaphor of two-level games (Putnam 1988) suggest that governments
may try to benefit from difficult situations at home. Governments can make it known to their
co-negotiators that they are under pressure “at home” to achieve a certain outcome, and they
may even decide to make these positions publicly known to increase the pressure for conegotiators to go along with a certain policy position. Hence, negotiators exploit audience
costs (Fearon 1994) and constrained domestic win-sets to gain advantages at the international
negotiation table. Famous examples of this mechanism in the EU setting are the opt-outs for
the UK and Denmark from the Maastricht Treaty and, as demonstrated by Hug and König
(2002), domestic constraints were used as leverage in the negotiations of the Amsterdam
Treaty. However, domestic constraints may also turn into actual constraints: too strong
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constraints at the domestic level may lead to total negotiation breakdown, or governments
might be misinformed about the domestic constraints (Milner and Rosendorff 1997).

Preferences
Next to power resources, the nature of state preferences may influence the likelihood of
bargaining success. Here, we consider two dimensions of a state’s preferences on a particular
issue: their extremity and their intensity (or salience).
To begin with, how a state’s preferences are positioned next to those of other actors may
influence the chances of bargaining success (Bailer 2004). States with more extreme
preferences may be both better and worse positioned to achieve gains close to their ideal
points. When a state’s preferences are positioned close to the end of the scale of the
negotiation issue, this may serve to pull the outcome closer to its position in situations of
unanimity decision-making, when all states have to be brought onboard. This is particularly
profitable when the other governments have a softer strategy and are prepare to make
concessions (Rubin and Brown 1975). Likewise, if states take decisions based on an informal
consensus principle (Heisenberg 2005), regardless of the formal decision rule, the same
dynamic can be expected.
However, states with extreme preferences may also be disadvantaged in terms of
reaching their ideal points. Generally, if states engage in concession-convergence bargaining
(Rubin 1994), where the two sides converge on some point in between through a series of
stepwise concessions, then actors with more centrist preferences will be advantaged. Whether
by skill or luck, those who hold preferences in the middle will be more likely to achieve their
desired outcome simply due to the positions of other states and the dynamic of negotiations.
This applies particularly to situations when other member states also care about a negotiation
issue and show a similar determination (Fisher 1991). In addition, states with extremist
8

preferences are likely to suffer from majority voting procedures that permit for outliers to be
left out of winning coalitions.
In addition, state preferences vary in terms of intensity, or the value (salience) attached
to a particular negotiation outcome (Arrow 1951, Leuffen et al 2014). Here, too, there are
theoretical reasons to expect both positive and negative relationships with bargaining success.
In the first case, the logic assumes that states trade favors with each other, exchanging
concessions on issues they care less about for gains on issues they care deeply about
(Heisenberg 2005, van den Bos 1994)). If such logic is at play, then states should enjoy high
bargaining success on issues they value highly and low bargaining success on issues to which
they attach low salience.
However, a reverse logic is also imaginable. As suggested by the theory of asymmetric
interdependence, anchored in the Nash bargaining model, valuing a given agreement highly
comes with risks, especially if an actor has a poor back-up alternative (Best Alternative to
Negotiated Agreement, BATNA) (Moravcsik 1998, pp. 61-63). According to this logic, the
states that most want a given agreement will make disproportionate concessions to achieve it.
Conversely, those states that put less value on a given agreement will be less likely to engage
in compromises in order to achieve it. Accordingly, the actor who is less patient in the
Rubinstein bargaining model, risks receiving a lower share in the negotiations (Rubinstein
182). In sum: “The more intensely a government prefers agreement, the greater its incentive
to offer concessions and compromises” (Moravcsik 1998: 63).

Coalitions
A third potential source of bargaining power are coalitions. While power and preferences
focus on individual state attributes, states in multilateral negotiations rarely work to achieve
particular outcomes on their own. By building coalitions, states may pool bargaining power
9

and achieve outcomes for the coalition that are more favorable than what could have been
secured individually. Even if the advantages of coalition-building are most prominent for
parties with weak individual bargaining resources, all parties have an incentive to improve
their bargaining power by belonging to a coalition. In the EU setting, two generic types of
coalitions exist for a member state engaged in bargaining: intergovernmental coalitions with
other member states and supranational coalitions with the EU’s independent institutions.
Intergovernmental coalitions are a prominent part of bargaining and decision-making in
the EU (Mattila 2004; Thomson et al. 2004; Häge 2013). Such coalitions are varyingly built
around country groupings (Franco-German tandem, Benelux, Nordics), party political
networks (EPP vs. PES governments), and issue-specific cooperation (likeminded states).
Empirically, coalition patterns have been identified through data on expressed positions
(Thomson et al. 2004), voting patterns (Mattila 2004), and cooperative practices (Naurin and
Lindahl 2008). The general expectation from this literature is that involvement in an
intergovernmental coalition strengthens a state’s bargaining power and likelihood of
bargaining success.
Alternatively, a state may build coalitions with the EU’s supranational institutions – the
Commission, Parliament, Court, and Central Bank. It is a longstanding expectation in
European integration theory that the supranational institutions exert independent influence in
EU policy-making (e.g., Sandholtz and Stone Sweet 1998; Pollack 2003), and extensive
empirical research explores the conditionality of this influence (e.g., Tsebelis and Kreppel
1998; Schmidt 2000). From the perspective of an individual member state, these institutions
constitute potentially very valuable allies, owing to their formal or informal roles in the policy
process. In negotiations on new legislation, the Commission is particularly interesting in its
role as formal agenda setter, and the Parliament in its role as co-legislator on co-decision
proposals. While not accorded any formal role in the legislative process, the ECB is a
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potentially important coalition partner as well in negotiations on EMU reform. If the
supranational institutions succeed in exerting influence over EU policy-making, then states
aligned with these institutions will benefit as well in terms of bargaining success (Bailer
2004). Although we gather that sharing a position with an institutional actor may be
beneficial, it is debatable to which extent this choice of position may be strategic. Strategic
positioning is not likely in a high-information environment such as the EU negotiations where
member states interact with each other extremely frequently. Thus, we are not treating the
proximity to other actors as power resource available to governments but rather a
characteristic of a situation which has to be accounted for.

Data

We investigate our theoretical expectations using data on the 2010-2015 negotiations to
reform the eurozone. Our data cover the positions adopted by 28 member states and six EU
institutions on 41 issues discussed and contested during this period (Table I). They include
legislative proposals at different levels of EU law (primary and secondary) and three broad
categories of reforms: strengthening of fiscal crisis management (EFSF, ESM, and programs
to aid Greece), reforms of the Stability and Growth Pact (Six-Pack, Two-Pack, and the Treaty
on Stability, Coordination and Governance in the Economic and Monetary Union), and the
formation of the Banking Union. 1 For each of the 41 issues, we identified the policy
preferences of member states and EU institutions and represented them on spatial policy
scales ranging from 0 to 100, as is standard practice in the literature (cf. Bailer 2004; Arregui
and Thomson 2009). We also gathered data on the intensity of preferences, or salience,

1

We exclude the three forward-looking proposals covered in the data on Eurozone reform collected by the EMU
Choices project (mutualization of eurozone debt, a financial transaction tax, and proposals related to the
establishment of a fiscal union). Since these remain undecided, they provide no information on bargaining
success.
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ranking each position held by a member state on a continuous scale from 0 (low salience) to
10 (high salience). The creation of the dataset, including selection of sources, coding
procedures, and validity tests, are described in greater detail in Lehner and Wasserfallen
(2017).
Table I: Negotiations covered in the data
Negotiated package

Years negotiated

Number of issues

2010

4

2010-2012

4

Six-Pack

2011

5

European Stability Mechanism (ESM)

2012

7

Fiscal Compact

2012

9

Two-Pack

2013

3

2013-2014

9

European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF)
Greek Packages

Banking Union

Conceptualizing Bargaining Success
The dependent variable is bargaining success, measured as the absolute distance between a
state’s initial policy preference and the negotiated outcome. In this definition, a member state
attains the highest degree of bargaining success (0) if its position at the beginning of
negotiations overlaps with the outcome, and the lowest (100) if its position and the outcome
are polar opposites on the policy space. This spatial formulation of bargaining success is
common in the literature (Bailer 2004; Arregui and Thomson 2009; Golub 2012) and has
advantages over alternative approaches, such as status quo-based measures (Aksoy 2010).
As an illustration of how we conceptualize and code our dependent variable, consider
the negotiations of the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) during 2010 and 2011.
An important issue in these negotiations was whether or not the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) should necessarily participate in EFSF rescue programs. Some members insisted on
IMF involvement in all rescue programs (position=100), others favored case-by-case
12

decisions on IMF participation (position=50), yet others believed that the IMF should not be
involved at all (position=0). The negotiated outcome was that IMF involvement should be the
general principle (100). Hence, countries that held the position that the IMF should be
involved at all times, such as Finland, attained the highest bargaining success for this issue
(distance of 0), whereas countries that advocated the case-by-case approach, such as Spain,
had to make significant concessions (distance of 50), and countries that objected to IMF
involvement, such as France, can be understood as the losers of this particular negotiation
(distance of 100).
To account for the fact that policy preferences vary in intensity – not all issues are
equally important to everyone – we calculate an alternate, salience-weighted formulation of
the dependent variable, where bargaining success weighs more heavily if it is attained in
issues deemed important to a particular actor, and vice versa (Golub 2012; Arregui 2016). 2
Returning to the example of IMF involvement in EFSF rescue programs, once salience is
incorporated, bargaining success looks a little different: Finland, which attached strong
salience (10) to this particular issue, retains its bargaining success value of 0. Spain, which
held moderately strong preferences on the issue (7), sees its bargaining success score shift
from 50 to 35. And France, whose objection to IMF involvement was neither important nor
unimportant (5), attains a weighted bargaining success score of 50, compared with its
unweighted score of 100. In other words, the multiplicative formulation of the salienceweighted measure implies that low salience attenuates the relative weight of losses, but does
not intensify gains.

Measuring Power, Preferences, and Coalitions
2

𝑠𝑠 |𝑥𝑥 −𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 |

𝑖𝑖
The salience-weighted formulation of bargaining success is calculated as 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
where 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the
10
salience attached by member state 𝑖𝑖 to issue 𝑎𝑎, where its preferred outcome is 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (cf. Golub 2012; Arregui
2016). An alternative to this strategy is to use salience as an independent variable influenced by governments
(Bailer 2004).
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In accordance with our theoretical framework, we view bargaining success as determined by
three categories of explanatory factors (Table A.1 provides an overview of variables, coding
and sources). The first category contains measures of member state bargaining power,
understood as a function of structural resources, institutional position, network capital or
domestic constraints that can be leveraged for advantage in an international negotiation. Here,
the variable economic power is operationalized as a member state’s GDP at nominal market
prices, averaged over the period of study. Voting power is measured as the number of votes of
a member in the Council, according to Nice rules for qualified majority voting (QMV). The
variable presidency indicates whether a state held the rotating Presidency of the Council at the
point in time when an issue was decided. The variable network capital is sourced from Naurin
(2007) to measure the relative depth of states’ diplomatic relations within the EU sphere.
Domestic constraints are captured via three separate factors. The variable EU skepticism is
operationalized as the percentage of the population that views their country’s membership in
the EU is a “bad thing” (Eurobarometer data for 2010). The variable Parliamentary Power
Index is a measure of the power of the national parliament over EU policy, specifically
focused on the role of the EU affairs committee (Winzen 2012). Bargaining fragmentation is
the number of parties in the national parliament, weighted after relative size (Nyblade and
O’Mahony 2011).
In the second category, we find factors relating to the characteristics of preferences.
To reflect the effect that may flow from adopting a divergent position, we include the variable
extremity, operationalized as the absolute distance from the mean issue position held by all
member states that had a position on an issue. A high value indicates that a member adopted a
more extreme position in relation to the membership as a whole; a low value that it is at or
close to the EU mainstream on the issue at hand. To reflect that countries hold preferences
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with varying intensity, we include the variable salience, coded in accordance with the
description above.
In the third category, we include measures of coalitional dynamics. The variable
interstate coalition is the count of member states with positions that overlap with that of the
observed country and interstate coalition votes are their total votes in the Council under
qualified majority voting. To capture the influence that may flow from aligning with the EU
institutions, the dummy variables Commission coalition and ECB coalition take the value of 1
if a member state’s position overlaps with these institutions. As part of our robustness checks,
we estimate models with variables for the distance from these two institutional actors.

Control Variables
To control for possible confounding factors, we condition on a parsimonious selection of
covariates thought to be correlated both with aforementioned predictors and bargaining
outcomes. Since the data contain issues of varying importance, we control for issue salience.
Based on the assumption that issues that are deemed more important will generate a higher
number of public member state positions, this variable is operationalized as the count of
members that took an expressed position on an issue. To account for difference across
members and non-members of the eurozone, we include the dichotomous variable Euro
member.
The resulting dataset contains a total of 781 observations across 14 main variables.
The unit of observation is the country-issue year. Some variables, including salience and
institutional coalition, exhibit considerable missingness; we therefore estimate models both
with and without such variables. 3

3

In future versions of this paper, we will add further evaluation of missingness and further robustness checks,
including regression analyses based on data completed via imputation.
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Results

Descriptive Analysis
We begin our empirical analysis by investigating descriptive patterns in bargaining success.
Figure 1 exhibits the bargaining success scores attained by individual member states and
different categories of member states, measured as an average across all the issues for which
positions were declared and decisions adopted. The score thus gives an indication of how well
actors fared not in any individual negotiation, but over the entire course of the eurozone
reforms. Low scores correspond to a smaller distance between initial positions and outcomes
and thus indicate a higher degree of bargaining success; higher scores correspond to a lower
degree of bargaining success.

Figure 1: Unweighted (left panel) and salience-weighted (right panel) average bargaining
success scores in eurozone reform negotiations, 2010-2015. Data: EMU Choices.
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Two key patterns emerge from the unweighted data in the left panel of Figure 1. First,
average bargaining success is relatively evenly distributed among most member states. With
the possible exception of Slovakia, which appears to have been shortchanged in the
negotiations, there are few clear “winners” and “losers.” On a spectrum from 0 (no loss across
all issues) to 100 (full loss across all issues), member states are concentrated in the span
between 20 and 40. This pattern suggests that the eurozone reform negotiations were
characterized by compromise and reciprocity, the trading of gains and concessions both
within and across issues. The relatively symmetric distribution of gains and losses indicate
that the nature of these negotiations corresponds to patterns observed for other negotiation
processes within the EU, which frequently exhibit similar outcome distributions (Bailer 2004;
Arregui and Thomson 2009).
Second, within the relative symmetry, there are indications of systematic variation
between different categories of states. As can be seen in Figure 1, members categorized as old
(above the median EU membership length) and large (above mediation population), eurozone
members, and members located in the Southern region fare less well than members that are
new, small, remain outside the eurozone, and are located in the North. This pattern is
epitomized by the comparatively low bargaining success attained by the three large countries
in the eurozone – Germany, France, and Italy – which all rank among the five least successful
countries, and in the relative success attained by some smaller, more peripheral countries,
such as Estonia or Ireland. In other words, at the level of descriptive data, there is little
evidence that economic power or size mattered in the eurozone reform negotiations, a pattern
congruent with earlier findings that legislative outcomes align with the preferences of smaller
countries (e.g., Golub 2012).
If bargaining success is weighted by the salience that each member attaches to each
issue, as illustrated in the right-hand panel of Figure 1, the systematic patterns remain largely
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unchanged: older, larger members of the eurozone fared less well than newer, smaller noneuro members. However, there are some noteworthy nuances. Once salience is factored in,
Germany, which held intense preferences on a range of issues, emerges as the least successful
country, whereas Slovakia, owing to its less intense preferences, moves closer to the center.
Overall, the central actors of the euro crisis, which often adopted opposing and strongly held
positions, are found at the top of the list. This may partly reflect the fact that these opposing
camps made larger tradeoffs, whereas countries less engaged in the negotiations held middleground preferences of lower salience. 4

Explanatory Analysis
To evaluate our explanatory hypotheses, we proceed to multivariate regression analysis,
seeking to identify whether and to which degree power, preferences and coalitions impacted
negotiation outcomes. We employ OLS regression with bargaining success as the dependent
variable, privileging the unweighted measure and reserving the salience-weighted formulation
as a robustness test. Since observations within the same negotiation package are likely to be
correlated, we report robust standard errors clustered on packages.
Table II reports regression results across five different model specifications. The first
three models are applied to all cases, varying the specification beyond the base model (1) to
include institutional positions (model 2) or excluding the variables for domestic constraints
(model 3). The other two models are applied to data on either unanimity cases (model 4) or
QMV cases (model 5). With a few exceptions, the results are consistent across these different
specifications.

4

An alternative conceptualization of salience-weighted success, weighting gains and losses equally, does not
significantly change these results.
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Table 1: Determinants of bargaining success

20

Contrary to theoretical expectation, none of the variables used to proxy the influence
of power resources are significant at conventional levels of evaluation in models estimated on
the basis of all cases (models 1-3). Countries with larger economies, holding the Presidency
or with domestic constraints were not more or less likely to attain their preferred outcomes in
the eurozone reform negotiations. Network capital was significantly correlated with GDP and
therefore excluded from the main analysis. 5 With the exception of the Parliamentary power
index variable, restricting the data to unanimity cases (model 4) or QMV cases (model 5) does
not significantly modify these results.
Turning to our second cluster of variables, it is apparent that having a preference that
departs significantly from the average position of other members lowers the probability of
attaining that preference. The coefficient for Extremity is positive and strongly significant
across all specifications. In substantive terms, a given divergence from the average positions
held by other member states translates into a nearly as large a loss in negotiations, and in
QMV cases, to a loss twice as large, consistent with the expectation that extreme preferences
are particularly disadvantageous when outlier states do not have to be brought on board. 6
Holding more intense preferences, as captured by the variable Salience, is not
associated with greater or lesser success in the pooled data (models 1-3). When
disaggregating the data by decision rule, the coefficients imply that more intense preferences
lead to better outcomes in unanimity cases, but worse in QMV cases. This result suggests that
intense preferences can provide a country with additional resolve and bargaining leverage in
cases where they have de facto veto power, but not in cases where they can be sidelined by a
larger majority through voting.

5

We include Network Capital in Model 15 in the appendix.
We do not directly evaluate whether extreme positions exert a gravitational pull on other countries. While the
present results do not point to strong such effects, they are imaginable. One possible approach ascertaining their
presence would be to first calculate the average concession by countries other than the one adopting an extreme
position and then regress these on the extremity scores.
6
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With regard to coalitional dynamics, captured by our third cluster of explanatory
variables, the results suggest varying effects across different cuts of the data. Generally, the
results are contradictory to the theoretical expectations. In models 1-3, including all cases, the
coefficient for Interstate coalition is positive, suggesting that member states that negotiate as
part of a larger coalition tend to achieve lower success, ceteris paribus, than other member
states. When we disaggregate the data by decision rule, the patterns are equally contradictory.
If the data are restricted to issues decided via unanimity (model 4), larger coalitions tend to do
better, whereas, theoretically, coalition size ought not matter in situations of veto power.
Conversely, under QMV, increasing the number of votes held by a coalition is associated with
worse performance (model 5), while this is a setting where combined voting power can be
expected to matter. Overall, with the exception of unanimity issues, smaller coalitions
outperform larger ones.
The effect of aligning with the EU’s supranational institutions depends on the actor.
As can be seen in model 2, sharing the same position as the Commission is associated with
greater gains, whereas countries that align with the ECB see greater losses. This reflects the
fact that the outcomes were significantly closer to the preferences of the Commission than
those of the ECB. 7 Our calculations show that the Commission had an average bargaining
success score of 29.1, on par with the most successful member states, whereas the ECB had a
score of 47.2, which, were it a member state, would have placed it among the largest net
losers. This result may partly reflect the Commission’s role as formal agenda setter on those
EMU reforms that were negotiated and adopted on the basis of the ordinary legislative
procedure, such as the Six Pack and Two Pack reforms intended to strengthen the Stability
and Growth Pact, and several of the reforms undertaken to set up the Banking Union.

7

We exclude analysis of the effect of aligning with the European Parliament because of insufficient data.
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To ascertain the robustness of these results, we carried out a number of additional
tests. First, we re-estimated the above regression models using our salience-weighted
formulation of bargaining success as the dependent variable (Table A.2 in the Appendix.)
This underlined some of the tendencies discussed above, such as the worse performance of
larger states, but did not change the direction of any coefficient nor dramatically alter the
effect size. Second, we estimated models with alternate specifications (Table A.3), including
without the salience variable (which has considerable missingness), interactions between
extremity and salience, interactions between voting procedure and voting power. Our main
results were robust to such alterations and additional controls. Indeed, the absence of a clear
impact of voting power in QMV settings (model 14) indicates that even negotiations formally
decided via voting were carried out in a search for consensus and agreement via mutual
concessions.
In sum, these results suggest that there are few consistent predictors of success or
failure in the negotiations to reform the eurozone. Holding a preference far from the
mainstream predicts failure; sharing the Commission’s preference predicts success. Beyond
that, most variables offer little explanatory insight. Some of our null findings align with
previous findings, such as the impotency of economic or voting power (Bailer 2004; Arregui
2016) or the non-impact of holding the presidency (Arregui and Thomson 2009). Taken as a
whole, the findings amount to evidence in support of the twin notions that, first, bargaining
success within the EU is not consistently determined by any one factor and, second, that
bargaining success in the EU is distributed without systematic and significant asymmetries.
We now look more closely into potential explanations of this second pattern.
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Compromise and Reciprocity
The observed negotiation patterns are consistent with a concession/convergence dynamic,
whereby agreements are attained via the exchange of concessions, widely distributed across
member states and repeated over time. 8 This pattern can emerge from three related but distinct
theoretical mechanisms. First, it could reflect the presence of compromises, mutual
concessions within the same issue (Rubin 1994). Second, it could emerge from the practice of
specific reciprocity, the exchange of gains via issue-linkage within the same package (Poast
2012). Third, it may be explained by diffuse reciprocity, the exchange of gains across
different packages and over longer periods of time (Keohane 1986).
Given that the eurozone reform negotiations were, in effect, crisis management in
response to a series of unforeseen external events, a type of “sequential firefighting,” we do
not think that diffuse reciprocity played a major role. It is difficult to see how concessions in
one set of negotiations could be linked to concessions on issues that have yet to emerge over
the horizon. Therefore, we focus our analysis on the first two mechanisms, compromises and
specific reciprocity (see also McKibben and Western 2014). To determine whether
concessions were issue-specific or part of larger reciprocal arrangements, we examine some
observable implications associated with each of these mechanisms.
Given our definition, the presence of compromises would produce a pattern of
concessions marked by balanced losses by two opposing negotiation camps, with the outcome
situated somewhere between the initial positions of these camps. Of the 41 issues in our data,
there are eleven that bear the marks of having ended in compromises thus understood. They
fall in four packages (BU, ESM, FC, and TP) and tend to be more common in unanimity
cases, as would be expected, but they also occur in QMV cases (Table A.4).

8

Table A.4 provides additional and more specific data on concessional patterns across issues, specifying the
scope and direction of concessions, as well as the number of member states involved.
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One example is the question of a deadline on SSM decision in the Banking Union
(BU6 in Table A.4), where an agreement was reached after the involved states, aligned in two
opposing camps, made concessions of comparable magnitude. Another example of a
compromise, and one with a more asymmetrical distribution of concessions, emerges from the
negotiations on the structure of the European Stability Mechanism (ESM4). One of the issues
of negotiation here was the involvement of the private sector. Germany and France called for
an ESM framework that would include “necessary arrangements for an adequate participation
of private creditors,” whereas others, including Greece, Spain, and France, opposed it, on the
grounds that it could make issuing sovereign bonds to refinance public debt more difficult.
Negotiations ended in concessions from both sides, but with an outcome closer to the latter
camp: the compromise solution was to rely on the standard IMF practice, which calls for
mandatory private sector involvement only in exceptional cases and only in an “adequate” and
“proportionate” form.
Turning to specific reciprocity, we are looking for signs of member states trading
gains across issues. We propose that such reciprocity is likely to have taken place where we
observe large and unbalanced concessions that favor one coalition asymmetrically within a
specific issue, but where the overall distribution of gains within a package (set of linked
issues) is relatively even. We identified 14 issues where the average concession (by those
making a concession) was 100 points and where such concessions appear to have been traded
across different issues within the same package. 9 They are found in all packages, but are
particularly prevalent in the negotiations of the EFSF, the Greek packages, and the Fiscal
Compact.
For example, in the negotiations of the EFSF, there are signs of countries trading gains
across issues. As the idea of creating a mechanism for loan guarantees was first proposed,
9

We exclude QMV cases where such outcomes may result not from negotiated deals but the majority imposing
an outcome on the rest. If QMV cases are included, there are a total of 20 issues that possibly were involved in
reciprocity arrangements, using our definitions.
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four countries took up an opposing position: Germany, Great Britain, Czech Republic, and
Slovakia. As negotiations proceeded, they conceded this position and joined in the agreement
to establish the EFSF, the preferred outcome of the opposing coalition. However, it appears
they managed to trade this concession against gains on the design of the EFSF, specifically
the issue of IMF involvement, where members of the opposing coalition, including France
and Italy, moved to adopt the position held by Germany, Great Britain, and Czech Republic.
Similarly, the negotiations on the Fiscal Compact bear the mark of reciprocity. Here, a
coalition involving Great Britain and France managed to reach its preferred outcome on the
issue of the Commission’s role in monitoring and enforcement (FC5). Great Britain and
France did not want to give the Commission the right to refer non-compliance cases to the
European Court of Justice, a proposal supported by Germany, Estonia and a few other
members. However, the concession by the latter group on the monitoring question appears to
have been traded for a concession by Great Britain and France on the question of whether or
not the Fiscal Compact should be adopted by treaty change (FC2), where they gave in to the
position held by Germany and Estonia.
In sum, the data support the conclusion that the negotiations to reform the eurozone
were characterized by compromise and reciprocity, which helps to explain the pattern of no
clear winners and losers. Not only did member states engage in concession-convergence
bargaining on individual issues; in addition, they traded concessions on one issue against
gains on another issue part of the same negotiation package. This pattern does not preclude
asymmetric outcomes on individual issues. But it suggests that such wins and losses in the
reform of the eurozone were relatively evenly balanced in the aggregate.
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Conclusion

Over the years 2010 to 2015, EU governments negotiated consecutive reforms to the
governance of the eurozone which, taken together, represent perhaps the most significant
deepening of European integration in modern times. According to the conventional narrative
in popular and academic analyses, this was a process whose outcomes were dictated by
Germany, first and foremost. In this paper, we have offered the first systematic assessment of
the actual bargaining success of different countries in the reform of the eurozone, building on
a new and unique dataset on the positions of all EU member states on all key reform
proposals. In addition, we have evaluated the explanatory power of three potential sources of
negotiation success – power, preferences, and coalitions – derived from bargaining theory in
Comparative Politics and International Relations.
Our principal findings are three-fold. First, the negotiations on eurozone reform
produced no clear winners and losers. Over the course of the negotiations, member states
enjoyed surprisingly evenly distributed bargaining success. Contrary to the conventional
narrative, Germany did not dictate the way in which the EU handled the euro crisis. In fact,
the results suggest that Germany was one of the countries that had to give most ground to
other member states in the process of reaching agreements. Second, in line with these
findings, states’ power resources were of limited importance for bargaining success. Instead,
factors which mattered are related to preferences and coalitions. Member states with less
extreme and intense preferences were more successful in achieving their preferred outcomes,
as were states sharing a coalition with the Commission. Third, these patterns in bargaining
success and its sources partly reflect a dynamic of compromise and reciprocity in the reform
of the eurozone. Member states traded gains and concessions both within issues, as they
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converged on compromise solutions, and across issues, as they exchanged wins and losses
within larger reform packages.
These findings carry three broader implications for our understanding of negotiation and
politics in the EU. First, they suggest that the EU is a negotiation setting where power does
not dictate outcomes. In this respect, our results are consistent with those of earlier accounts
finding against superior bargaining success for the EU’s most resourceful states (Bailer 2004;
Arregui and Thomson 2009; Thomson 2011; Golub 2012; Cross 2013; Arregui 2016). Yet it
is particularly noteworthy that this pattern extends to the reform of the eurozone, which often
is said to herald a profound shift in European power dynamics in the direction of German
dominance (e.g., Brunnemeier 2016). This pattern sets the EU apart from some other
international negotiation settings, such as global climate governance (Weiler 2012) and global
economic governance (Stone 2011), where power resources have been shown to matter. This
pattern may be due to the EU’s comparatively lower level of heterogeneity in the distribution
of power resources or to the existence of a norm of reciprocity and generosity in the EU that
proscribes exploitation of superior power resources (Lewis 1998; Heisenberg 2005).
Second, and related, the results suggest that a spatial approach anchored in rational
choice institutionalism can take us far in understanding the nature of EU negotiations. This is
partly due to the limited importance of power differentials, which otherwise is a factor that
such models have difficulties integrating and often are accused of neglecting. Our analysis
shows that the positioning of state preferences has important implications for patterns of
bargaining success, favoring states with centrist preferences over states with extreme
preferences. Consistent with the expectations of rational institutionalist analysis, this pattern is
particularly strong under qualified majority voting, which permits outlier states to be
excluded. Equally consistent is the greater bargaining success that flows from sharing a
position with the EU’s privileged agenda setter, the Commission. Finally, the general
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bargaining dynamics of exchange of gains and concessions within and across issues make
sense within a spatial setting that privileges the distribution of actor preferences and the
mechanisms by which such distributions can be translated into agreements with sufficient
support.
Third, these results speak to concerns about legitimacy in the reform of the eurozone. A
number of researchers have pointed to the potentially detrimental consequences for the
normative and perceived legitimacy of the EU if some states were systematically and
disproportionately more influential in determining policy outcomes (Arregui and Thomson
2009; Golub 2012). A consistently asymmetric distribution of gains and burdens would
challenge normative principles of fairness, but also potentially undermine public confidence
in the EU as a political system serving the collective interest. For many, the eurozone reforms
have been seen as the epitome of an unfair process and outcome, where self-interested
creditors have called the shots and suffering debtors have been forced to accept what they can
get. Our findings shed different light on this issue and should assuage some fears of poor
legitimacy. While, for sure, the economic woes of the crisis were highly unevenly distributed,
the steps taken to resolve the crisis reflected a balancing of gains and concessions leaving no
states an unequivocal winners or losers.
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Annex

Table A.1: Variables, coding and data sources
Variable

Coding

Source

Bargaining success

0-100; Lower values indicate
higher preference attainment.

Calculated from EMU
Choices data (2017)

Bargaining success
(salience-weighted)

0-100; Lower values indicate
higher preference attainment.

Calculated from EMU
Choices data (2017)

Economic power

Average nominal GDP, 20102014, in billions of Euros.

Eurostat (2017)

Voting power

Votes in the Council of the EU
(Nice rules).

Council of the EU (2016)

Presidency

1 if country held the rotating
Council Presidency; 0 otherwise.

Council of the EU (2017)

EU skepticism

Percentage of citizens that
answered "A bad thing" on the
question "Do you think
membership of the EU is…"

Eurobarometer (2009, 2010)

Parliamentary Power
Index

TBC

Winzen (2012)

Bargaining fragmentation

Number of parties in national
parliament, weighted after size.

Andersson et al (2014)

Extremity

Distance (0-100) from the mean
position of other members.

Calculated from EMU
Choices data (2017)

Salience

0-10; Higher values signify more
intensely held preferences.

EMU Choices data (2017)

Interstate coalition

0-27; Count of other members
with same position.

Calculated from EMU
Choices data (2017)

Interstate coalition votes

Council votes of other members
with same position.

Calculated from EMU
Choices data (2017)

Commission coalition

1 if member held same position as
the European Commission; 0
otherwise.

Calculated from EMU
Choices data (2017)

ECB coalition

1 if member held same position as
the European Central Bank; 0
otherwise.

Calculated from EMU
Choices data (2017)

Issue salience

Count of members that took a
position on the issue.

Calculated from EMU
Choices data (2017)

Euro member

1 for members of the Eurozone; 0
otherwise.

EMU Choices data (2017)

Network capital

Measure of depth of diplomatic
network within the EU.

Naurin (2007)
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Table A.2: Determinants of salience-weighted bargaining success (Robustness I)
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Table A.3: Determinants of bargaining success (Robustness II)
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Table A.4: Concession patterns by issues
Issue
code

Description

MS per type of
concession
Positive

No

Sum of
concessions

Notes

Negative

EU cap on bank bonuses: legal v. shareholderBU1
0
16
1
100
approved
BU2
Capital buffers: centralization vs. flexibility
3
0
18
1050
BU3
Scope of the SSM
17
1
5
860
C
BU4
Double majority for EBA’s decisions
2
21
0
200
BU5
Institutional responsibility for SSM at ECB
0
4
8
800
R
BU6
SSM deadlines: speed versus quality
10
0
8
900
C
BU7
SRM: decision-making powers
11
0
15
1380
C
BU8
SRF build-up and mutualization
4
11
9
800
C
BU9
SRF fiscal backstop
10
8
0
1000
EFSF1
Preparedness to issue loan guarantees
0
17
4
400
R
EFSF2
IMF involvement
0
8
7
600
R
EFSF3
Enhancement of the EFSF's effective capacity
0
13
5
500
R
EFSF4
Allowing the EFSF to use additional instruments
0
7
4
400
R
ESM1
Changing EU treaties
1
23
4
120
ESM2
Size of ESM
20
1
0
2000
ESM3
Conditionality
0
7
0
0
ESM4
Private sector involvement
7
3
7
700
C
ESM5
Support instruments of ESM/EFSF
8
0
9
820
C
ESM6
Financing of the ESM
0
11
7
580
R
ESM7
Role of supranational institutions in the ESM
1
12
6
300
C
FC1
Adoption of the fiscal compact
24
1
3
1350
C
FC2
Fiscal compact adopted by Treaty change
0
13
3
300
R
FC3
The legal form of the debt brake
7
4
14
1050
C
FC4
The role of the ECJ in fiscal compact
1
27
0
100
FC5
The role of the EC in fiscal compact
9
9
0
900
R
The participation of non-euro members at the
FC6
5
3
1
300
C
Euro Summit
FC7
The purpose of the fiscal compact
3
3
0
200
R
FC8
Tax policy coordination
11
9
0
1100
R
FC9
Incorporation to EU Treaties
0
8
0
0
G1
Initial willingness to support Greece (Bailout I)
0
21
6
600
R
G2
The First Greek Program: ad hoc vs. systematic
3
5
0
300
R
The IMF involvement in the First Greek
G3
0
7
16
1000
R
Program
G4
Debt relief in the Second Greek Package
0
19
2
100
Suspension of Council voting rights for SGP
SP1
9
13
0
900
R
non-compliant member government
SP2
Withholding EU Funds to deficit countries
12
15
0
1200
The blocking of SGP sanctions by reversed
SP3
0
17
6
600
qualified majority
SP5
Six-pack rules on ‘good’ and ‘bad’ debts
0
8
15
1500
TP1
Redemption fund in two-pack
12
7
0
1200
TP2
Pre-approving Budgets by the Commission
1
0
27
1400
C
TP3
Independent macro-economic forecasts
1
0
27
1660
C
Note: ‘Positive’ and ‘negative’ concessions refer to the directions defined by the spatial bargaining continuum of each issue;
‘C’ issues subject to possible compromises; ‘R’ issues possibly involved in reciprocity.
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